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Direction  
Of Travel

I have a well crafted mission statement 
which reflects my values, my vision 
and my mission: I am always clear 

about what is most important to me, 
what I want to achieve and what I will 

do to get there.

I have a mission statement which 
mostly reflects my values, my vision 
and my mission: I am usually clear 

about what is most important to me, 
what I want to achieve and what I 

will do to get there.

I have a mission statement which 
mostly reflects my values, my vision 

and my mission: I am sometimes clear 
about what is most important to me, 

what I want to achieve but I am 
unclear about what to do.

I am rarely clear about what is 
most important to me, have 

no idea what I want to 
achieve. I am just trying to 

handle each day as it comes.

Urgency vs 
Importance, 
Planning & 
Scheduling

I always understand the difference 
between urgent and important; I 

always plan and organise around my 
priorities and always set the time aside 

to do those things.

I mostly understand the difference 
between urgent and important; I 

mostly plan and organise around my 
priorities and mostly set the time 

aside to do those things.

I sometimes understand the 
difference between urgent and 

important; I sometimes plan and 
organise around my priorities but 
need to set the time aside to do 

those things.

I don’t understand the 
difference between urgent 
and important; I don’t have 
time to plan and everything 

seems urgent, there is no time 
for me to work it all out.

Self Talk
I am always aware of my automatic 

thoughts and always bring my 
awareness to keeping my responses to 

what happens in my life positive.

I am mostly aware of my automatic 
thoughts and mostly bring my 

awareness to keeping my responses 
to what happens in my life positive.

I am sometimes aware of my 
automatic thoughts and sometimes 
bring my awareness to keeping my 

responses to what happens in my life 
positive.

I am rarely aware of my 
automatic thoughts and find it 
difficult to get out of my self 
defeating thought patterns.

Managing 
Information

I always manage the information 
coming to me by reviewing my 

mission and always make decisions 
that will move me toward what is 

important to me.

I sometimes manage the information 
coming to me by reviewing my 
mission and sometimes make 

decisions that will move me toward 
what is important to me.

I rarely manage the information 
coming to me: I am not sure how to 

make the decision to do things myself 
or delegate or just leave them.

I don’t manage the 
information coming to me and 
feel completely overwhelmed 
by it, rarely able to make any 

decisions.

Habits, 
Support & 

Accountability

I always create daily habits that keep 
me focussed on what is important to 
me; I work in bite sized chunks with 

clear timelines; I always set up support 
and work with an accountability 

partner.

I mostly create daily habits that keep 
me focussed on what is important to 
me; I often work in bite sized chunks 
with clear timelines; I mostly set up 

support and work with an 
accountability partner.

I sometimes create daily habits that 
keep me focussed on what is 

important to me; I sometimes work in 
bite sized chunks with clear timelines; 

I need to set up support and work 
with an accountability partner.

I never create daily habits that 
keep me focussed on what is 
important to me; I rarely work 
in bite sized chunks with clear 
timelines; I don’t have support 

and accountability.
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